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1. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

 

GLEN EIRA CITY COUNCIL RESPECTFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE 
BOON WURRUNG PEOPLE OF THE KULIN NATION ARE THE TRADITIONAL 
OWNERS OF THE LAND NOW KNOWN AS GLEN EIRA. WE PAY OUR 
RESPECTS TO THEIR ELDERS PAST, PRESENT AND EMERGING AND 
ACKNOWLEDGE AND UPHOLD THEIR CONTINUING RELATIONSHIP TO AND 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS LAND. 

2. APOLOGIES 

3. OATH OF OFFICE AND DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS 

Councillors are reminded that we remain bound by our Oath of Office to undertake 
the duties of the office of Councillor in the best interests of the people of the 
municipal district of Glen Eira and to faithfully and impartially carry out the functions, 
powers, authorities and discretions vested in us under the Local Government Act or 
any other Act, to the best of our skill and judgement. 

Councillors are also reminded of the requirement for disclosure of conflicts of 
interest in relation to items listed for consideration on the Agenda, or which are 
considered at this meeting, in accordance with Sections 77 to 79 of the Local 
Government Act.   
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4. PRESENTATION OF OFFICER REPORTS 

4.1 OUTCOME OF STATUTORY PROCESS – CONSIDER WHETHER AN 
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST PROCESS WILL PROCEED TO IDENTIFY 
POTENTIALLY SUITABLE PURCHASERS IN RELATION TO THE: 
 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO SELL LAND 
(A)        6-8 AMES AVENUE, CARNEGIE ‘ROSSTOWN COMMUNITY’ 
(B)        89-93 MURRUMBEENA ROAD, MURRUMBEENA ‘SPURWAY 
COMMUNITY’ 
(C)        854A CENTRE ROAD, BENTLEIGH EAST ‘WARRAWEE NURSING 
HOME’ 

Author: Rebecca McKenzie, Chief Executive Officer  

Trim No: 19/151532 

Attachments: 1. S223 Submissions ⇩    
 
 

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY 

Further to the Council decision of 5 February 2019 (as set out below) a statutory process in 
accordance with sections 189 and 223 of the Local Government Act, 1989 has been 
completed.  

This report is provided to assist Council to determine whether the proposed transaction for 
the sale of residential aged care will proceed to an expression of interest process for the 
purpose of identifying potentially suitable purchasers. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council:  

1. notes that the statutory process set out in the Council resolution Item 12.1 dated 5 
February 2019 has now been concluded;    

2. gave due consideration and regard to all submissions (written and oral) received with 
respect to that statutory process; and 

3. proceed to an expression of interest process for its three residential aged care 
facilities "Rosstown Community", "Spurway Community" and "Warrawee Nursing 
Home", its residential aged care business conducted at these facilities and related 
properties (as specified in the Council resolution Item 12.1 dated 5 February 2019) 
for the purpose of identifying potentially suitable purchasers who appear willing to 
accept the key commercial terms required by Council for any transaction to proceed. 

 

BACKGROUND 

Glen Eira City Council operates 173 Residential Aged Care beds at three sites: 
i) Rosstown Community at 6 Ames Avenue, Carnegie (53 beds); 
ii) Spurway Community at 89–91 Murrumbeena Road, Murrumbeena (30 beds); and   
iii) Warrawee Nursing Home at 854a Centre Road, Bentleigh East (90 beds). 
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At its Ordinary Council Meeting on 5 February 2019 Council resolved: 
 
1. That Council sell the three residential aged care facilities owned and operated by 

Council, namely "Rosstown Community", "Spurway Community" and "Warrawee 
Nursing Home", and its residential aged care business conducted at these facilities, 
subject to Council undertaking a market process which identifies an appropriate 
purchaser and gives rise to a commercial agreement which is satisfactory to Council. 

 
2. A sale of the nature described in Resolution 1 above will result in the following 

properties being surplus to Council's requirements: 
 

a) Lot 2 of Plan of Subdivision PS114117 (being the whole of the land contained in 
Certificate of Title Volume 9095 Folio 668) and Lot 1 on Title Plan TP173896S 
(being the whole of the land contained in Certificate of Title Volume 6723 Folio 
580) and known as 6-8 Ames Avenue, Carnegie, Victoria 3163; 

 
b) all of the land in Plan of Consolidation CP167755N (as shown on Title Plan 

TP458143J and being the whole of the land contained in Certificate of Title 
Volume 9954 Folio 233) and known as 89-93 Murrumbeena Road, 
Murrumbeena, Victoria 3163; and 

 
c) Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision PS438537M (being the whole of the land contained 

in Certificate of Title Volume 10638 Folio 633) and known as 854A Centre Road, 
Bentleigh East, Victoria 3165; and 

 
3. As a result of the above, in the first instance Council:  
 

a) will commence the statutory procedures in accordance with sections 189 and 223 
of the Local Government Act 1989 for the sale of some or all of the properties by 
public tender; 

b) will give public notice in The Age newspaper on 7 February 2019 of the proposed 
sale of some or all of the properties by public tender in accordance with section 
223 of the Local Government Act 1989; 

c) pursuant to section 223(1) of the Local Government Act 1989, will consider and if 
required, hear any submissions received in relation to the sale of some or all of 
the properties by public tender; and 

d) authorises the Chief Executive Officer to undertake the administrative procedures 
necessary to enable the Council to carry out its administrative functions under 
section 223 of the Local Government Act 1989 in respect of the sale of some or 
all of the properties by public tender. 

 
4. Following the conclusion of the statutory process outlined in Resolution 3 above, the 

Chief Executive Officer will report to Council on the 2 April 2019 at a Special Council 
Meeting as to the outcome of the process, at which point Council will confirm whether 
the proposed transaction will proceed to an expression of interest process for the 
purpose of identifying potentially suitable purchasers who appear willing to accept the 
key commercial terms required by Council for any transaction to proceed. 
 

5. That the resolution parts 1 to 5 inclusive be made available to the public. 
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At a Special Meeting of Council held on 12 March 2019 to consider submissions, it was 
resolved: 
 

That Council notes submissions received in response to the Public Notice process for 
the intention to sell Council–owned land at 6-8 Ames Avenue, Carnegie, 89-93 
Murrumbeena Road, Murrumbeena and 854A Centre Road, Bentleigh East.    

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION 

1. Section 189/223 Process  

Consistent with the statutory procedures outlined in Resolution 3 on 5 February 2019, 
Council advertised its intention to sell the land and the right to make a submission to 
Council, in accordance with sections 189 and 223 of the Local Government Act. The Public 
Notice was advertised as follows: 

1. The Age newspaper on 7 February 2019; 
2. Council’s website from 7 February 2019; 
3. Moorabbin Leader newspaper on 13 February 2019; and 
4. Caulfield / Glen Eira Leader newspaper on 13 February 2019. 

 

In addition to the above, Council’s communication process has included: 

 Comprehensive coverage on Council’s website including a video explaining the 
decision, a press release, and question and answer style information. This was the 
lead website story following the 5 February Council meeting; 

 Letters sent to approximately 500 Glen Eira residents including aged care residents, 
their families, staff, local doctors, volunteers and a range of other service providers;  

 Brochure style information which was made available to all families and residents 
providing key information and contacts for further assistance; 

 Information sessions with residents’ families and staff, volunteers and unions; and 

 Information in the March edition of Glen Eira News which was delivered to residents 
between 25 February and 1 March 2109.  

 

2. Submissions received  

Ten submissions were received for Council consideration by 5pm Friday 8 March and are 
attached. (Attachment 1)  

Council also received two petitions containing 100 and 139 signatures. Both petitions were 
presented to Council at its meeting on 12 March, 2019. 

Councillors have been provided with the ten submissions for their consideration and have 
heard the presentations made by eight of the submitters. Whilst the submissions raised a 
variety of issues, some of the key themes were: 

 

 Lack of community consultation and engagement prior to and following  
5 February 2019 Council decision. 

Many submitters expressed concern regarding the lack of community consultation prior to  
5 February 2019 Council meeting and were concerned that the decision was made in the in-
camera section of the meeting.  Submitters commented that the consultation was inadequate 
and that a more thorough consultation should now be conducted.  

Officers have set out in this report the communication and consultation process conducted 
which included extensive advertising and opportunities to discuss the sale issues.  
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The process undertaken also meets the statutory requirements for the sale of Land as 
outlined in the Local Government Act.   

 

 Concern that any new provider will not provide the same level of quality care 
that is currently provided by Council.   

Many submitters spoke highly of Council’s quality of care and compared it favourable to 
other care providers.  Submitters considered that Council staff were highly trained and 
engaged. A number of submitters thought that Council should continue to subsidise these 
quality services and be proud of the service provided.   

Officers note in this report some of the constraints that are likely to impact on the future 
provision of quality care in Glen Eira’s aged care service.  Officers are aware of many other 
aged care providers that provide quality at an equivalent or higher level than Council's 
current service. Council’s commitment is that Council will only sell to a quality aged care 
provider that has a proven ability to provide quality aged care with high employee and 
resident satisfaction levels.  

 

 Concerns about the impacts of a sale on current residents. 

Submitters expressed concern that any sale process will impact on the emotional wellbeing 
of residents and that residents will find the transition process stressful.   Some submitters 
were also concerned that residents may be required to move as a result of the sale process. 

Officers are mindful of the potential impact on residents during this process.  Council has 
committed to keep all 173 beds within the municipality and any new provider will be required 
to uphold the current residency agreement. Impact on residents can in part be mitigated by a 
strong transition process and the selection of a quality provider. In addition the option for 
staff to remain with the new provider may also assist in ensuring continuity of care.  

 

 Poor timing with a Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety 
currently underway.  

A number of submitters suggested that the process should not occur during the current 
Royal Commission into Aged Care. They recommended that Council should postpone any 
decision until after the final report of the Royal Commission is completed or at least until 
such stage that it can be determined which organisations were high quality.    

Officers consider that while it is likely that the Royal Commission will publically identify poor 
performers, the quality of a rigorous assessment processes will ultimately provide Council 
with sufficient information to make a sound selection decision.    

 

 A reduction in community amenity and the level of public ownership. 

A number of submitters were concerned that once Council Aged Care facilities were in 
private hands the Community had lost an asset that would never return to public ownership. 
Submitters suggested that private aged care providers, who have a profit motive, were likely 
to have a negative impact on the health and wellbeing of residents.  

Officers are aware of the range of community views in regard to Public or Private ownership 
of many services.  Officers note, however, that many submitters assume that Council will sell 
to a ‘for profit’ provider, however, many aged care providers are not for profit providers.  The 
assessment panel will assess each provider against a comprehensive set of assessment 
criteria and choose the provider that most closely meets the criteria.   
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 That Council includes a resident representative throughout the sale process.  

While only one submitter has formally sought a resident representative throughout the sale 
process this issue was raised during consultation as was the potential of having a family 
member on the evaluation panel.   

Officers have discussed with legal and probity advisors the potential of having a family or 
resident involved in the process or on the evaluation panel. Advice provided is that this will 
give rise to probity and conflict of interest concerns.  

Officers are aware of aged care expertise amongst current family members and residents 
and sought advice around alternative ways to include that expertise.  Probity advice has 
suggested that involving those with expertise and others who may have an interest in quality 
assessment, prior to the finalisation of the detailed assessment criteria is an acceptable 
approach to avoiding probity issues and yet still allowing Council to benefit from family and 
resident knowledge.  

 

 Concerns have been raised that if a purchaser on sells Council’s facilities that 
the aged care beds may no longer remain in Glen Eria.  

 

A number of submitters expressed concern regarding the possibility that Council may sell to 
a provider who then on sells Council’s aged care facilities. In these circumstances submitters 
were concerned that the bed licenses may subsequently be moved to another municipality 
 
The requirement for the 173 aged care beds to remain in Glen Eira will be enshrined in any 
sale agreement with a purchaser of the residential aged care facilities. Council can also 
include in any sale an obligation on the purchaser to include a similar restriction with respect 
to the bed licences in any on sale to a future purchaser.  In that way, the obligation transmits 
through and this requirement can be embedded in the original sale document. This approach 
has commonly been used by other Local Governments as part of the sale agreement.  
 

Councillors are required to take the attached submissions into consideration prior to any 
decision to proceed to an Expression of Interest process. All submitters will be written to 
following this Council meeting to advise them of the outcome of the meeting and the reasons 
for Council’s decision.   
 

3. Current Issues Impacting Residential Aged Care  

Overview 

Glen Eira’s aged care facilities were established at a time when opportunities for residents to 
age in the communities where they had lived were extremely limited. Consequently this 
Council, along with many others across Melbourne responded by building local residential 
aged care services, whilst also establishing a suite of community based aged care services. 
 

Glen Eira is now the only Local Government that operates residential Aged Care. Since 
2006 10 local governments have exited the sector including Banyule, Monash, Greater 
Dandenong, Whitehorse, Maroondah Frankston, Manningham and Kingston. Nationally 
Local Government now accounts for approximately only 2% of all aged care operators.  
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The residential aged care sector has changed over time and that rate of change has 
accelerated significantly over the last decade. In the future, changes associated with 
outcomes from the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety and Consumer 
Directed Care will increase the complexity of operating residential aged care.  

In this changing environment, increased scrutiny and regulation has directly impacted the 
complexity for small operators seeking to maintain high standards of care. Some larger 
highly specialised operators have entered the field, and with their capacity to increase 
operational size they have been able to achieve higher levels of specialist quality care 
through economies of scale that are not feasible for smaller operators.  

 
Maintaining Quality 

In the future maintaining the current level of quality care will become increasingly difficult for 
Glen Eira City Council.  A number of factors make it difficult for small non-specialist 
providers such as a Council to continue to manage effectively in the industry and provide 
high quality care.  

 Council provides a multitude of services and does not have the governance 
structures or personnel that focus on the specialist requirements of residential aged 
care. For example Council does not have an aged care board or specialist aged care 
finance staff to assist in management and governance arrangements.  
 

 Council only operates 173 aged care beds and does not have the economies of scale 
that larger providers benefit from. Larger providers have specialist allied health staff 
and staff that develop expertise in areas such as pain management or dementia.  
 

 The increasing complexity of operating aged care and the pace of change in the 
sector is difficult for small providers who do not have the depth of personnel to both 
operate facilities and implement major change. 
 

 Council’s facilities will require significant capital expenditure in the future and 
Council’s older facilities are already seen by some as not meeting contemporary 
standards.  

 

The above points are expanded in the following sections of this report.  

 

In particular the relatively small size of Council’s service impact the capacity to provide the 
range of programs and activities that a larger specialist, reputable provider is able to offer.  

By way of example, some of the larger specialist services are involved in: 
 

 Implementation of pain management strategies and evaluation processes to 
understand the effectiveness of pain treatments; 

 Rehabilitation and restorative care strategies designed to assist recovery from 
neurological musculoskeletal conditions to regain mobility and quality of life;  

 Best practice care through on-staff teams of educators; 

 Specialist Aged Care funding Instrument (ACFI) staff that are able to maximise 
resident funding and access to specialised care; 

 On-staff allied health staff who are able to develop ongoing relationships and expertise 
in specific areas.   
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 On-staff social workers staff that can provide high level individualised support to 
residents and their families. 

 Many areas of research in palliative care including conducting translational research 
projects to embed evidence into practice, including the development of sophisticated 
pain guidelines, anxiety and depression pathways and advanced care planning; 

 
Concern has been expressed by residents and families that a comparable provider to Glen 
Eira will not be found. While the Royal Commission focus is likely to continue to highlight 
poor performers within the industry the industry is also composed of many excellent 
providers. There are a number of reputable residential aged care providers that deliver care 
that is recognised as being equivalent to or better than the care that Glen Eira is able to 
provide. 

For example in the City of Glen Eira all providers (including Council) who have recently 
undertaken accreditation have achieved full accreditation against the 44 standards. In 
addition many providers have excellent results in the independent “consumer experience” 
survey conducted by the accreditation authority as part of the accreditation process.  

Should Council proceed to an Expression of Interest process it is important that a rigorous 
evaluation process is in place to ensure a high quality provider is selected. 

 

Governance 

Over the past decade Local Government in Victoria has recognised the challenges of 
managing business risk in the sector. Unlike a not-for profit or a private provider of aged care 
whose boards’ are focussed solely on the provision of services in the Residential Aged Care 
sector, Local Government is spread across a multitude of services.   

Local Government is not specialist residential aged care service provider, at best in respect 
of aged care it only offers a broad governance and management regime. The diverse 
activities of local government make it difficult to effectively and efficiently operate services 
and manage risks which require specialist expertise at a number of levels throughout the 
organisation including; board, finance, governance and management.  Glen Eira has a very 
small number of staff who have sufficient skills and experience in the operation of this highly 
complex business. Into the future specialist governance and support for operations are 
required to manage and mitigate increasing operational risks and ensure quality.  

Adapting to increasing complexity.  

Over the past five years the Residential Aged Care services sector has undergone 
significant change. This change has been driven by a combination of factors including 
increased regulation (such as quality, building and fire standards), increased governance 
requirements and increased requirements for capital expenditure. Changes include: 

a) Greater emphasis on financial and governance issues and the requirement to 
provide segmented financial reporting; 

b) Increased building requirements and obligations which have meant significant 
expenditure and is likely to require ongoing investment to meet regulatory 
requirements; 

c) The introduction of Residential Accommodation Deposits and stronger 
accountability for use of these funds which now substantially restricts how 
Council’s bond holding can be invested and used; and 

d) The introduction of the new Aged Care Funding Instrument which requires 
significantly greater skill, documentation and administration in order to maximise 
funding. 
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These changes will undoubtedly continue in the future, changes associated with outcomes 
from the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety and Consumer Directed Care 
will increase the complexity of operating residential aged care.  
 
In this changing environment, increased scrutiny and regulation has directly impacted the 
complexity for small operators such as Glen Eira City Council seeking to maintain high 
standards of care. With a small management structure and few specialist staff to operate the 
business and implement complex change continues to be challenging for Glen Eira aged 
care services.   

 

Relatively small size of Council holdings.  

Council operates 173 beds across three sites. Medium size residential aged care providers 
are now in the range of 800-1000 beds.  Such a small holding means that Council cannot 
benefit from the economies of scale that are increasingly necessary to operate in the 
residential aged care market. Because of the increasingly complexities, as outlined above, 
providers have consolidated their holdings and developed specialist management structures 
and skills. In order to operate effectively in the sector scale is required to manage cost, 
maximise revenue and provide higher levels of quality.  

As noted above Council does not have the management structure that the specialist 
providers have in place which is exclusively focussed on the residential aged care sector.  

 

Financial Losses 

Glen Eira City Council residential aged care services had an annual income in 2017-18 of 
$13m. 

Over the past 5 years Council’s Residential Aged Care service had an average operating 
deficit (excluding on-costs such as corporate overheads and depreciation) of $1.65M.  In the 
year 2017-18 the deficit was $1.88M.  

 

Future Capital Requirements 

In the future, two of Council’s facilities are likely to require significant capital expenditure.  
Rosstown is approximately 40 years old and Spurway is 30 years old.  Spurway is not of an 
economic size and is also not built to what many now consider a contemporary standard. For 
example not all residents have ensuite bathrooms; in house 2, ten residents share 3 
bathrooms. 

 

4 Proceeding to an Expression Of Interest (EOI)  

Should Council proceed to an EOI process a major risk and the issue of greatest concern to 
families and residents is that any selection process ensures that a quality provider is chosen.  

To mitigate this risk important selection strategies will be implemented.  

1. A comprehensive set of assessment criteria which place an emphasis on a track 
record of provision of quality care outcomes. 

2. A rigorous selection process which is overseen by probity and legal advisors to 
ensure that it adheres to best practice selection processes. 

3. An evaluation panel which includes aged care industry experts who have a strong 
understanding of aged care quality  
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Assessment Criteria  

To ensure that the sale of residential aged care services delivers the desired outcomes for 
Glen Eira Council and that quality care for residents can be assured, it is critical that Council 
has criteria that are capable of evaluating proposals.  

Separate criteria have been established for the Expression of Interest Phase and for the 
Request for Tender Phase (RFT). Each phase has two mandatory criteria, these being: 

a) Honoring Resident Agreements 

Current residents will enjoy the same rights including tenure rights that that they 
currently enjoy under their residence agreements; and 

b) Restriction on Reallocation 

A requirement that all residential aged care places will remain within the Glen Eira 
municipality.  

EOI criteria will assess the high level operational and commercial competencies and 
suitability of respondents to be selected for inclusion in the RFT phase. Detailed criteria and 
weightings will be utilised in the assessment process.  

Operators selected to proceed to the RFT phase will be required to submit comprehensive 
proposals addressing each of the evaluation criteria. Weightings will calibrate the 
assessment for each criterion and a scoring benchmark will ensure that the assessment 
process is robust and defensible. The assessment elements include: 

 

 Service Quality. Respondents will be required to demonstrate their ability to deliver 
high quality residential aged care services against a number of specific criteria.  

 Clinical Governance Model. Risk management, effective workforce profile, clinical 
effectiveness and consumer participation and experience.  

 Staff. Staff satisfaction, industrial relations record and plans for treatment and 
management of employees. 

 Relationship Management and Community Engagement. Respondents to 
demonstrate creation and participation in successful and productive 
partnerships/relationships with health and community services. 

 Supported Resident Ratio. Evidence of a strategy to maintain the current supported 
resident ratio. 

 Transition Arrangements. The Respondent’s ability to implement a transition plan 
which supports a smooth transition for residents, families and carers and establishes 
a sustainable future model. 

 Final Binding Offer. The quantum of the final offer and the capacity of the respondent 
to fund that offer. Offers will be analysed on a net present value using a discount 
framework. 

 Contract and Completion Risk. The extent to which the respondent’s final offer 
complies with the proposed contractual terms and the security provided to guarantee 
performance. Demonstration of capacity and intent to execute unconditional 
transaction documents within a timeframe acceptable to Council.  

Evaluation Process and Transaction Timelines  

The proposed divestment approach and timeline will involve a process conducted over 4 
phases. Phases Two to Four will be the subject to Council decisions to proceed. K@L Gates 
will provide legal advice throughout this process. EY will provide commercial advice.  
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These advisors have been chosen because of their extensive industry expertise and are 
recognised as the experts in these aged care processes. The EOI phase aims to short list a 
small number of high quality providers who have the capacity to meet Council’s evaluation 
criteria. Phase three (The Request for Tender) is a rigorous assessment of the short listed 
providers.  It will include the assessment of quality through analysis of a range of clinical, 
staffing and quality indicators as well as site visits.   

The proposed overall timelines are: 

a) Phase One: Section 189 and 223 Process  

 5 February 2019. Council decision to sell contingent upon the 
outcomes of a section 189/223 process.  

 7 February 2019. Placement of the public notice marking the 
beginning of the consultation process.  

 12 March 2019. Submissions in relation to the section 189 Process 
heard at a special meeting of Council. 

 2 April 2019 Special Council Meeting. Key decision point, with a 
decision being required to proceed with the sale and seek expressions 
of interest from potential purchasers. 

b) Phase Two: Preparation / Expression of Interest Process (EOI) 

 29 April. Prospective respondents invited to make an application via 
an EOI process for progression to a Request for Tender stage.  

 April to June 2019. Evaluation Panel formed, assessments undertaken 
and shortlist prepared for Council consideration.  

 June. Key decision point to confirm acceptance of shortlist from EOI 
process. Respondents that meet threshold criteria that deem them a 
viable candidate for the purchase of Council’s residential aged care 
services progress to Request for Tender phase.  

c) Phase Three: Request for Tender (RFT) / Final Negotiations 

 June/July 2019. Parties selected for inclusion on the Provider Panel to 
be invited to undertake confirmatory due diligence, inspect the 
facilities and submit unconditional binding offers.  

 August 2019.  Detailed assessment of tenders by Evaluation Panel 
and recommendation provided for Council consideration. 

 Council meeting. Key decision point for endorsement of the successful 
tenderer (date to be confirmed). 

 Final negotiations culminating in announcement. 

d) Phase Four: Final Handover 

 Final handover would follow the completion of a carefully managed 
transition process that will minimize the impact on residents and their 
families (date to be confirmed).  

 
Evaluation Panel. 

The panel chosen to select the preferred provider will include: 

 Legal advisors from K&L Gates. 

 Industry experts including a partner from EY. 

 Senior Council staff with expertise in residential aged care. 
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 Independent quality expert with extensive experience in aged care.  

A probity advisor will provide guidance to ensure the process is rigorous and defensible and 
that no conflict of interest impact on the decision making process.  

FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

Glen Eira’s Residential Aged Care services are a large and complex business. Over the past 
5 years Council’s Residential Aged Care service has had an average operating deficit 
(excluding on-costs such as corporate overheads and depreciation) of $1.65M.  In the year  
2017-18 the deficit was $1.88M.  

Council would also receive a capital return from the sale. Council has previously indicated 
that any sale proceeds will assist projects that would ordinarily be beyond Council’s ability to 
support from its rate base and will leave a lasting legacy. Council will prioritise projects that 
support vulnerable and isolated community members and align with Council’s community 
plan  

Should Council proceed to an EOI a comprehensive risk management plan will be 
developed and provided to the next meeting of Council’s Audit Committee.  

POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS 

By publishing a Public Notice of its intention to sell the Land and giving at least four weeks 
public notice of an intention to sell the Land, together with the receiving and hearing of 
submissions, Council has fully complied with its legislative requirements under sections 189 
and 223 Local Government Act 1989.  

The hearing and consideration of the submissions will assist Council to determine whether to 
proceed to an expression of interest process.   

COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT 

A Public Notice was published in The Age newspaper and on Council’s website on Thursday 
7 February 2019.  A Public Notice was also printed in the local Leader newspapers in the 
week commencing 11 February 2019.   

The closing date for submissions was 5pm Friday 8 March 2019, and a Special Meeting of 
Council to hear submissions was convened on Tuesday 12 March 2019.  Ten submissions 
were received and eight of those submitters requested to speak at the Special Meeting of 
Council.  

Following the announcement on 6 February 2019, Council representatives met with 
residents and families on nine occasions, with three meetings being conducted at each of 
the residential aged care facilities in the first week. The meetings focussed on the reasons 
for the sale and provided details around the sale process. Questions were answered and 
concerns were noted and followed up. A Community Liaison Officer attended all meetings 
and invited families and residents to make individual or group appointments.  

The Manager of Residential Care has been on hand throughout to listen and to provide 
assistance and reassurance. In addition, a direct phone line was established to enable any 
questions, concerns or comments to be heard and responded to immediately. A 
commitment has been made to continue to listen to the concerns of residents, families and 
community members and to keep them informed during the process.  

Scheduled information sessions and opportunities for individual meetings have also been 
held with staff and volunteers.   
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LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN 

Theme Five: Informed and Engaged 
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in 
decision–making. 

OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this 
matter. 

CONCLUSION 

By publishing a Public Notice of its intention to sell the Land, and by receiving submissions 
and hearing those submitters who wished to be heard in support of their submission, Council 
has complied with its legislative requirements under sections 189 and 223 Local 
Government Act 1989.   

This report has provided information to assist Council to determine whether the proposed 
transaction of residential aged care will proceed to an expression of interest process for the 
purpose of identifying potentially suitable purchasers. 
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